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Direct coupling of electric motor and air end

The range of Albert screw compressors with models E.50-10 

and E.95-10 uses electric motor and air end direct connection 

protected by industrial licence. With this solution we reach the 

maximum potential effectivity in power transfer.

Self manufactured low revolution screw block B100

Low energy loss in the power transfer together with our highly efficient 

air end B100 assures Albert direct drive range a high level of effectivity 

and efficiency. ATMOS technological solution of low revolution block 

as a part of machinery that belongs to the most exposed parts, helps 

to sustain the servicelife of the whole machine. The speed of the air 

end is remarkably slower in comparison with other compressors in the 

same category.

Automatic operation and easy access

Complete automatic running and easy access brings high comfort to the users while operating or servicing the machine and increases total added 

value of the compressor.

Comfortable lightweight canopy

The Albert compressors are drafted and designed for low noise performance. For even higher comfort we supply as standard the lightweight 

fiberglass canopy for the whole Premium range.

ATMOS Care

We offer a unique system of protection against compressor damage as part of our standard equipment in all machines complemented with the 

ATMOSupervise self code generating system.

More features:

energy saving cooling system

Airmaster S1 electronic control unit

fully synthetic oil

5 year warranty for electric motor and air end
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Albert Direct Drive

Albert E.50

Albert Direct Drive

Albert E.95

Albert Direct Drive
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Albert E.140

Albert E.170

Models E.140 and E.170 can be used in technological 

operations with higher operating overpressure demands. 

Selectable pressure variety (8/10/13 bar) covers the majority 

of common technological applications. The multi - V belt drive, 

in comparison with other belt drives, minimizes the service 

demands and increases effectivity. This conception results in 

extraordinary efficient and effective screw compressors.

Features:

flat multi - V belt drive

self manufactured B 100 air end

low revolutions of the air end

full automatic running

unique system of protection against compressor damage ATMOS Care 

as part of our standard equipment in all machines complemented 

with the ATMOSupervise self code generating system

Airmaster S1 electronic control unit

comfortable lightweight canopy

pressure variety choise, working overpressure 13 bar max

energy saving cooling system

fully synthetic oil

5 year warranty for electric motor and air end
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ALBERT Premium 

Albert Belt Driven

Albert Belt Driven

intuitive and synoptic, clear display

operating mode set up including the pressure

warning and emergency operating limits set up

starting conditions set up

remote monitoring and control possibilities

controlling and monitoring of air overpressure

oil temperature display

maintenance intervals, running hours indicator

Airmaster S1
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VLT 2800 FC 302

starts motor - soft start

defines the revolutions depending on compressed air consumption 

displays running hours, voltage, frequency

monitors maintenance intervals (only FC 302)

Frequency inverter:

Features:

models E.80, E.120, E.150, E.220

self manufactured B 100 air end

reduce electricity consumption

low revolutions of the air end 

full automatic running

unique system of protection against compressor damage ATMOS Care 

as part of our standard equipment in all machines complemented with 

the ATMOSupervise self code generating system

comfortable lightweight canopy

energy saving cooling system 

Airmaster S1 electronic control unit

fully synthetic oil

5 year warranty for electric motor and air end

Albert E.220
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ALBERT Premium

Albert Vario

Premium

Albert Vario - compressors with frequency inverter

Advantages and preferences:

CONTINUOUS REGULATION of machine operation effectively controls the compressor output (by fluent rpm change) depending on the pressurized air 

consumption. The lower the air consumption the lower the electric energy dissipation - in comparison with other compressors in the same category.

ALBERT E. VARIO ALWAYS DELIVERS EXACTLY AS MUCH AIR THAT IS NECESSARY...ENERGY IS USED OPTIMALLY.

By using THE DIRECT COUPLING OF ELECTRIC MOTOR AND AIR END we avoid the necessity of frequent maintenance (change or tensing) required with belt 

driven machines.

THE PRESSURE IN THE SYSTEM IS CONSTANTLY KEPT AT THE REQUIRED LEVEL –  no redundant compressing to higher pressure as with standard non Vario 

controlled machines necessary. With higher pressure the electric energy consumption increases rapidly.

VARIO DOES NOT IDLE, that is the reason for the lower efficiency of classic compressors. 

THE COMPRESSOR WORKS WELL EVEN WITH LOWER AIR RECEIVER VOLUME – it can effectively use only the volume in the air pressure pipe system, that 

decreases the initial cost of building the compressor station.

ALBERT E. VARIO MACHINERY IS WORN LESS BY REPEATED STARTING PROCEDURES because of continuous and smooth regulation and spin changes than 

step transitions as with the standard compressors.

SOFT START prevents the compressor from overloading the mains while starting.

Selectable pressure variety (6 - 10 bar) covers all the technological requirements of our customers.

Less moving components mean higher reliability and durability.

Energy savings under load Energy savings during the operating time
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DiMEnSiOnS 
length / width / height (mm)  

E.50-10* E.80 Vario E.95-10* E.120 Vario* E.140* E.150 Vario* E.170* E.220 Vario*
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Design / Type

plastic canopy

plastic canopy (V-270)

plastic canopy (V-500)

plastic canopy (V-900)

plastic canopy (S)

plastic canopy (VS-270)

plastic canopy (VS-500)

plastic canopy (VS-900)

*optionally variety with legs, V - air receiver, S - dryer

WEighTS 
(kg)   

E.50-10 E.80 Vario E.95-10 E.120 Vario E.140 E.150 Vario E.170 E.220 Vario

140 150 270 280 375 285 340 310

220 230 - 350 - 355 - 380

- - 400 410 500 415 475 440

- - - - 600 - 575 -

175 185 305 320 420 325 385 360

255 265 - 390 - 395 - 430

- - 435 450 545 455 520 490

- - - - 645 - 620 -

Design / Type

plastic canopy

plastic canopy (V-270)

plastic canopy (V-500)

plastic canopy (V-900)

plastic canopy (S)

plastic canopy (VS-270)

plastic canopy (VS-500)

plastic canopy (VS-900)

TECHNICAL DATA

E.50-10 E.80 Vario E.95-10 E.120 Vario E.140 E.150 Vario E.170 E.220 Vario

Direct Drive Vario Direct Drive Vario Belt Vario Belt Vario

10 10 10 10 8/10/13 10 8/10/13 10

0,85 0,5-1,5 1,6 0,95-2,25 2,7/2,3/2,0 0,90-2,36 2,9/2,7/2,4 0,9-3,3

5,5 7,5 11 13 15 15 18,5 20

1455 950-2328 2940 1540-3645 3110/3644
/4087 2050-3850 3644/4088

/4815 1540-5115

61 61 62 63 71 63 74 63

G 1/2" I G 1/2" I G 3/4" I G 3/4" I G 3/4" I G 3/4" I G 3/4" I G 3/4" I

270 270 500 500(270) 500(900) 500(270) 900(500) 500(270)

canopy canopy canopy canopy canopy canopy canopy canopy

Design / Type

drive

max. pressure (bar)

rated air delivery (m³/min)

rated engine power (kW)

rated speed (1/min)

noise (dB [A])

outlet valves

air tank volume (l)

configuration

Price
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Technical changes reserved.

Enough air for everyone



ATMOS Chrást s. r. o.
Plzeňská 149, 330 03 Chrást

Phone: +420 377 860 165
Fax: +420 377 945 379 

www.atmos-chrast.cz
info@atmos-chrast.cz

The compressors of the Albert range offer customers a compact solution regarding compressed 

air supply in power segment 5,5 - 22 kW.

In the Premium range we offer 10 bar compressors (belt driven machines optionally also 8 and 13 bar) 

in comfortable and contemporarily designed fibre glass canopies. 

Albert Premium range brings to the customer much more – fully synthetic oil, the Airmaster S1 electronic control unit and a 5 year warranty for air end and electric motor.

Contemporary technical elements are applied as standard - driven by industrial licence protected electric motor and air end direct coupling or drive via a flat multi - V belt. 

Albert compressors are remarkable for their high variability of every type, when it is possible to choose from the pressure variety with a wide scale of accessory 

equipment - several sizes of air receivers or models without a receiver on legs, integrated condensate dryer with pressure dew point +3 ºC or + 7 °C, etc.

Easy access to all components together with online support for aftersales services makes Albert compressors very easy to maintain.

By using the components from renowned manufacturers (Danfoss frequency inverters, ingenious Airmaster S1 electronic control unit from CMC, controlled and 

uncontrolled suction valves from VMC, etc.) together with well proportioned coolers assures long reliability and durability of all Albert compressors.

Our self developed, unique system of protection against compressor damage, i. e. ATMOS Care, is standard equipment in all our machines and is complemented 

with the ATMOSupervise self code generating system.

OnLinE SUPPORT

Download

Online support
in your language

ATMOSupervise

ATMOSupervise is an entirely special system developed by the ATMOS technical department, which in Airmaster controlled units allows the 

customer to set in advance the number of running hours hours.

ATMOSupervise provides the one and only possibility to influence compressor running with a self generated unique code. The system may 

be successfully used to simplify business relations between the vendor and the final customer. When renting the machine, the customer pays 

only for the real running hours (cash and carry) instead of a paid time period system, because the compressor may be unused unexpectably.

For more information about ATMOSupervise product including the operation manual and the necessary software refer to the copany website.

Albert range compressors

E-shop spare parts and
equipment

WE ARE hERE 
FOR YOU

Chip

Compressors are equipped with a microprocessor control system, Atmos Chip, which 

in connection and cooperation with a replaceable chip monitors the service intervals 

of planned consumption material exchange. In case of necessity, it actively optimizes 

the compressor efficiency depending on the exchange, if it was executed or not.

replaceable chip

This entirely special and unique system of efficient protection decreases the risk of compressor damage.

Service intervals under control! The compressor monitors, controls its own running and is programmed 

to protect itself instead of you.

ATMOS Care

microprocessor control system Atmos Chip


